Principles of safety in classes and fire prevention

Students of the Faculty of Information Technology of Brno University of Technology are obliged to obey the following rules:

To use only public-access areas and not to enter any no-go marked areas. To respect the safety regulations when moving outdoors or in areas where they might collide with vehicles.

In practical classes not to touch electrical or other installations and to use only devices that they were provided with in the lesson and in the operation of which they were demonstrably instructed by the teacher or another designated worker.

In classes given outside the FIT facilities to follow the instructions of the teacher or operating staff.

To respect the prohibition of attending classes while under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and of bringing such substances to classes.

To immediately inform the teacher of any defects that might endanger the safety or health of persons participating in the instruction, and to report any injuries, either sustained or witnessed.

It is prohibited to engage in any activities that might involve the risk of fire, and to smoke on Faculty premises.

To warn the teacher of the danger of fire or to report this danger to the porter’s lodge (fire-report site). If necessary, the fire alarm button is to be used.

In the case of danger – injury, emergency or fire – call the emergency line 112 (the operator can be addressed in English).

Hereby I confirm with my signature that I have been made familiar with and instructed as to the above rules and principles, and that I fully understand them and will abide by them.

Student’s name and surname:
Student’s signature:
Date: